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SUSTAINABILITY another man’s treasure

another man’s treasure
Chefs choose to serve and promote trash fish to
improve seafood sustainability. "9 +!4(29. +*!23'!!2$

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP:
1) $ILL POACHED AND JUNIPER SMOKED
HAKE BY *OSHUA ,EWIN LEFT EXECUTIVE
chef, Beacon Hill Hotel & Bistro, Boston,
was served at the Trash Fish Dinner held
AT !REA &OUR #AMBRIDGE -ASS -ARCH
 (ELPING TO PLATE ARE LEFT TO RIGHT
$AN (IXSON SOUS CHEF (UNGRY -OTHER
#AMBRIDGE "ARRY -AIDEN CHEF (UNGRY
-OTHER AND 3TATE 0ARK #AMBRIDGE AND
+ATIE +IMBALL PASTRY CHEF !REA &OUR
 #AROLYN *OHNSON CHEF AT  4HOREAU
#ONCORD -ASS SERVED SMOKED DOGlSH
pâté at the dinner.  *EREMY !SHBYS
YUCCA CRUSTED STURGEON WITH CARAMELIZED
BONIATO ANNATTO INFUSED ROASTED
TOMATOES AND POBLANOS AND SAFFRON
FENNEL BROTH  'RILLED ROMAINE AND
AVOCADOS WITH SPICY #AESAR DRESSING
and sardine croutons at Border Grill.
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PHOTO CREDITS Opposite, clockwise, from top: 1) & 2) Alisha Fowler/Chefs Collaborative 3) Hannah Klim 4) Big Tom Photography
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PHOTO CREDIT Fish Restaurant Charleston

4RIGGERlSH WITH FENNEL CARROTS AND KALE COMES WITH GOAT CHEESE DUMPLING AND
TOMATO CONSOMMÏ AT &ISH RESTAURANT

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Jeremy Ashby, executive chef for Azur and Brasabana restaurants in
Lexington, Ky., says the name of a fish greatly influences its popularity.
For example, orange roughy was called slimehead or mudhead until the
early 1900s. “Now, people eat it all the time,” he says.
Asian carp is called carp in the U.S. to discourage people from
eating it, because common carp has a negative connotation, Ashby
says. “Asian carp is a predatory species that is destroying freshwater
systems. In China, it is used as food, but it was brought here by
accident. It reproduces at amazing rates and wipes out everything
around it.”
Susan Feniger, co-chef/co-owner of Border Grill Restaurant Group,
Los Angeles, says Chilean sea bass was originally called toothfish.
In fact, the name Chilean sea bass was invented in 1977 by a fish
wholesaler looking for a name that would make it attractive to the
American market. In 1994, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
accepted “Chilean sea bass” as an “alternative market name” for
Patagonian toothfish.

pescado veracruzano

“They changed the name, chefs started using it, and it got to the
point where it’s now on the Seafood Watch program,” says Feniger. “It
became overfished because people were loving it and eating it. Chefs
love it because it’s hard to mess up. It was almost extinct, but has
now made a comeback because many chefs made a stance and took
it off their menus.”
Nico Romo, culinary executive director for Fish, Charleston, S.C.,
serves triggerfish. “It’s not a well-known fish,” he says. “Fishermen
used to catch it and throw it back. No one would buy it.”
Romo notes that local fishing boats in his area used to be called grouper
boats, then they were called grouper and snapper boats. Today, they are
called fishing boats because they catch a variety of seafood.
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